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From the Seneschal
On Sunday, February 12, the Barony voted on a proposition put forth by Master Aleksandr regarding our contribution to the payment of the settlement in a lawsuit against SCA, Inc. We are sending the equivalent of $1322.99 CDN to the Kingdom, as dictated by 18 per cent of our 2010 Domesday assets.
So, what does this mean for the Barony? Short answer: not a whole heck of a lot. We have agreed
to do some fundraising to help replace the money, but there is not much else we need to worry
about. This payment does not bankrupt the Barony or put a crimp in our plans for this year; plans
that include hosting the Northshield Crown Tournament May 12, March Field in the late spring
and Gimli in the fall.
While the settlement and the reasons for it show that the ugly side of the ―real‖ world can and does
invade our game, it will not end us or make us change how we celebrate and create the current
Middle Ages here in Castel Rouge. We’re too awesome for that.
Some fundraising ideas we’ve come up with this week include:
Mini raffles on the weeks we have rooms for Moot
White elephant (and closet-shrunk garb) sales
A large garage sale in the spring
Cookie sales at Moot and Gimli
List rope pennon sponsoring (after Crown)
Service auction for Gimli
Fighter auction tournament
Pie-in-the-face (or other follies) during the summer
Keep the good ideas coming!
If anyone would like more information about the settlement on a Society level, please take a look
at www.sca.org. If anyone would like to contribute personal funds to the Northshield segment of
the settlement, it is always welcome. Information is available at www.northshield.org, in the Settlement Statement announcement from Her Majesty Petranella.
In other news, it is time to prepare for the summer war/camping season! Dust off your tents and air
out your camp tunics! There are several events that are worth the trip. I’d love to see Castel Rouge
represented at as many events both in and out of Kingdom as possible. Let’s organize some road
trips!
We have room 214 in the University Centre for Moot on March 4. Bring projects to work on!
Ásdís

From the Chroniclers
Welcome to a brand new year of the Castel Rouge Chronicle. With this issue, the
Chronicle starts its new format as an electronic newsletter. The Chronicle will no
longer be available in a hardcopy format for all of our members with Internet access.
This means that there will no longer be a subscription fee, it will be free! As cochroniclers, Robin and I hope that everyone enjoys this new change!
As for the format of the Chronicle itself, at this point it will remain essentially the
same as last year. The most noticeable changes will be the potential length of the
Chronicle – we’re no longer limited to 8 pages or so. This means more photos,
longer articles and more content. Of course, submissions will always be gratefully
accepted.
In this issue, there are a number of photos, taken by either myself (Mistress
Ainesleah) or by Lady Anne Redlocks. There is a wonderful first event write up by
Lady Jehanne, and an archery article written by Lord Berach for last year’s Archer’s
School.
One last thing...Castel Rouge ROCKS!
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